This paper considers a point process model with a monotonically decreasing or increasing ROCOF and the underlying distributions from the location-scale family. In terms of repairable system reliability analysis, the process is capable of modeling various restoration types including "better-than-new", i.e., the one not covered by the popular G-Renewal model (Kijima & Sumita, 1986) . The characteristic property of the proposed process is that the times between successive events are obtained from the underlying distributions as the scale parameter of each is monotonically decreasing or increasing. This is similar to the scale parameter transformation in the Accelerated Life Model (Cox & Oakes, 1984) . The paper discusses properties and statistical estimation of the proposed model for the case of the Exponential and Weibull underlying distributions.
INTRODUCTION
In repairable system reliability analysis, if upon a failure, a system is restored to as "goodas-new" condition and the time between failures can be treated as an independent and identically distributed (IID) random variable, then the failure occurrence can be modeled by the Ordinary Renewal Process (ORP).
If upon a failure the system is restored to the "same-as-old" condition, then the appropriate model to describe the failure occurrence is the Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP). The time between consecutive failures, in this case, is not an IID random variable. In a sense, the NHPP can be viewed as a renewal process with the "same-as-old" repair assumption. An important particular case of both ORP and NHPP is the Homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP), whose underlying failure times are distributed exponentially.
It is clear that even though attractive mathematically, the "good-as-new" and "same-as-old" repair assumptions are often exceptions rather than the rule, from the standpoint of practical reliability engineering. Generally, they could be treated as the "limiting" conditions to which a system could be restored. In reality, after the repair, the system is likely to find itself between the two conditions. Of great interest, therefore, is modeling other repair assumptions such as the intermediate "better-than-old-but-worse-than-new".
An early approach to cover more than one repair assumption within the same probabilistic model is discussed in (Brown and Proschan, 1982) . This method assumes that upon a failure, a repair action restores the system to the "good-as-new" condition with probability of p(t), or the "same-as-old" condition with probability of 1-p(t), where t is the age of the system at failure.
A more general model is the so-called G-Renewal process (Kijima M and Sumita, 1986 ), which treats ORP and NHPP as special cases. The GRP is introduced using the notion of virtual age:
A n = qS n , RT&A # 03 (18) (Vol.1) 2010, September 8 where A n and S n is the system's virtual age before and after the n-th repair, respectively, and q is the restoration (or repair effectiveness) factor.
It is clear that for q = 0, the age of the system after the repair is "re-set" to zero, which corresponds to the "good-as new" repair assumption and represents the ORP. With q = 1, the system is restored to the "same-as-old" condition, which is the case of the NHPP. The case of 0 < q < 1 corresponds to the intermediate "better-than-old-but-worse-than-new" repair assumption. Finally, with q > 1, the virtual age is A n > S n , so that the repair damages the system to a higher degree than it was just before the respective failure, which corresponds to the "worse-than-old" repair assumption.
One limitation of the GRP model is its inability to model a "better than new" restoration, for which the need arises in some practical applications, e.g. reliability growth modeling (Crow, 1982) . The proposed below G1-Renewal process overcomes this particular drawback.
The so-called piecewise exponential model (Sen and Bhattarcharyya, 1993; Sen, 1998 ) is the closest, in spirit, to the model proposed in this paper. In the framework of the piecewise exponential model, it is assumed that the times between successive failures X 1 , X 2 , . . X i , . . . X n are independent exponentially distributed random variables with the scale parameters 
G1-RENEWAL PROCESS: PROBABILISTIC MODEL
The location-scale family of underlying distributions is considered. After each i-th failure (i = 1, 2,...), the system is restored (damaged) in such a way that its scale parameter α is changed to
, where q is the restoration (damage) parameter, -1 < q < ∞, so that for the time to the first failure i = 1, for the time between first and second failure i = 2, and so on. This transformation of the scale parameter is similar to the one used in the well-known accelerated life time model (Cox & Oaks, 1984; Nelson, 1990) . To an extent, the suggested model makes more physical (reliability) sense than the respective NHPP model in terms of restoration assumption (i.e., "same-as-old" assumption). If q = 0, the process coincides with the ordinary Renewal process. If q > 0, the introduced process is obviously an improving one, and if q < 0, the process is aging (deteriorating). Table 1 We suggest calling the above introduced point process as the G1-Renewal Process due to a certain similarity to the G-Renewal Process introduced by Kijima and Sumita (1986) . Again, by analogy with G-Renewal Equation, the equation for the cumulative intensity function (CIF) of the G1-Renewal Process will be correspondingly called the G1-Renewal equation.
G1-Renewal Equation
The location-scale distribution for a continuous random variable (r. v.) t is defined as having the cumulative distribution function (CDF) in the following form:
The respective probability density function is
The time to the nth failure T n is given by
where X i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are independent r.v., which, in the framework of the G1-Renewal Process, are distributed according to the following cumulative distribution function (CDF)
The distribution of the time to the nth failure T n is difficult to find as a closed-form expression, even in the case of the ordinary renewal process, i.e. when q = 0 (except for the exponential and Gamma distribution among the popular lifetime distributions). Note that in the process considered, contrary to the ordinary renewal process, the X i 's are not identically distributed.
The equation for the cumulative intensity function (CIF), also known as the g-renewal equation of the process can be found as
where ) (
The respective rate of occurrence of failures (ROCOF) can be found using its definition as
G1-Renewal Process with Exponential Underlying Distribution
The process with exponential underlying distribution is considered. The time to the first failure has the exponential distribution with PDF
According to (4) , the time between the first and the second failures has the following PDF
Correspondingly, the time between the (i-1)th and the i-th failures has the following PDF
The convolution of f 1 (t) and f 2 (t), i.e., f 1 (t)*f 2 (t) can be found as (t) can be found as
The inverse of (12) is not available in a closed form, which is why we default to obtaining the CIF for G1-Renewal Process via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation -similar to the solution of the G-Renewal Equation we suggested in (Kaminskiy & Krivtsov, 1998) . Figures 1 and 2 show the CIF's of the G1-Renewal Process with underlying exponential distribution. It is interesting to note that in the context of the G1-Renewal, the underlying exponential distribution provides a high flexibility in modeling both improving and deteriorating processes -contrary to the HPP. The concavity of the CIF for t < ~0.7 in Figure 3 might be related to the increasing hazard function of the underlying distribution. The subsequent convexity of the CIF for t > 0.7 might be explained by the positive restoration parameter, which corresponds to the improving G1R process. The overall convexity of the CIF in Figure 4 might be explained by the decreasing hazard function of the underlying distribution and the positive restoration parameter, which corresponds to the improving G1R process.
G1-Renewal Process with Weibull Underlying Distribution
The concavity of the CIF in Figure 5 might be explained by the increasing hazard function of the time-to-first-failure distribution and a negative restoration parameter, which corresponds to the deteriorating G1R process. The relative "linearity" of the CIF in Figure 6 might be explained by the decreasing hazard function of the underlying distribution, which is partially "compensated" by the negative restoration parameter of the G1R process. 
G1-RENEWAL PROCESS: MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

Data
Let t 1 be time to the first failure, t 2 be the time between the first failure and the second failure, so that t n is the time between the (n-1)th failure and the last nth failure. The test (observation) is terminated at the time t = t n .
G1-Renewal Equation with Exponential Underlying Distribution
For the underlying distribution (7) the likelihood function can be written as follows:
Taking logarithms of the function and differentiating with respect to a and q one gets
System of equations (13) can be solved numerically.
G1-Renewal Equation with Weibull Underlying Distribution
As in the previous case, the same type of failure-terminated data are considered. The PDF of the underlying (time to the first failure) Weibull distribution is
For the above underlying distribution the likelihood function is 
Taking the logarithm of this likelihood function one gets:
Differentiating this function with respect to α, β and q, and equating the derivatives to zero one gets:
Taking the derivative with respect to β one gets Again, Equations (17.13) can be solved numerically to obtain MLE estimates of the G1R Process with the underlying Weibull distribution.
Numeric Example
Consider failure times between 12 consecutive failures discussed by Basu & Rigdon (2000) : {3, 6, 11, 5, 16, 9, 19, 22, 37, 23, 31, 45}. The data are of the failure-terminated type. The G1-Renewal process with the underlying exponential distribution is assumed as a probabilistic model. Figure 7 shows MLE of the CIF obtained by solving System (15).
It is interesting to note that the CIF exhibits pronounced convexity, contrary to linearity, which might be intuitively expected from a point process with the underlying exponential distribution. The exponential distribution parameter is estimated to be 4.781 and G1-R restoration parameter as 0.232. 
